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Organisation

- Project leader: Preema Rennee Pais
- Deputy Project leader: Carlos Abellan
- ECS Experts: Carlos Abellan, MariaPilar Peco
- ST Expert: Preema Rennee Pais

All phone numbers are listed on the ST Operations TWiki.

Institutes participating in ST project

- Max-Planck-Institut für Kernphysik, Heidelberg
- LPHE, EPFL Lausanne
- KINR, The National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine, Kyiv
- Budker Institute for Nuclear Physics, Novosibirsk
- Universidade de Santiago de Compostela
- Physik-Institut der Universität Zürich

Links

- ST Operations TWiki
- ST Commissioning TWiki
- Old Silicon Tracker main website
- Approved plots for conferences

Mailing lists

- Silicon Tracker main mailing list (lhcb-inner)
- Silicon Tracker piquet mailing list (lhcb-st-piquet)
- Silicon Tracker software discussion (lhcb-st-soft)

Meetings

- During operation, periodic ST run meetings are held.
- Automated email reminders are sent to anyone subscribed to the Silicon Tracker mailing list or to the ST piquet mailing list.

Reports and Publications

- CERN Document Server
Pictures and Figures

- CERN Document Server
- LHCb Online public folder
- DFS folder
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